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Abstract

Twitter is becoming an ever more popular
platform for discovering and sharing informa-
tion about current events, both personal and
global. The scale and diversity of messages
makes the discovery and analysis of breaking
news very challenging. Nonetheless, journal-
ists and other news consumers are increasingly
relying on tools to help them make sense of
Twitter. Here, we describe a fully-automated
system capable of detecting trends related to
breaking news in real-time. It identifies words
or phrases that ‘burst’ with sudden increased
frequencies, and groups these into topics. It
identifies a diverse set of recent tweets that
are related to these topics, and uses these
to create a suitable human-readable headline.
In addition, images coming from the diverse
tweets are also added to the topic. Our sys-
tem was evaluated using 24 hours of tweets as
part of the Social News On the Web (SNOW)
2014 data challenge.

1 Introduction

The growth of social networking sites, such as Twit-
ter, Facebook and Reddit, is well documented. Every
day, a huge variety of information on different top-
ics is shared by many people. Given the real-time,
global nature of these sites, they are used by many
people as a primary source of news content [New11].
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Increasingly, such sites are also used by journalists,
partly to find and track breaking news but also to
find user-generated content such as photos and videos,
to enhance their stories. These often come from eye-
witnesses who would be otherwise difficult to find, es-
pecially given the volume of content being shared.

The Social News On the Web (SNOW) 2014 task is
to provide journalists with headlines and supporting
information from Twitter to summarize and highlight
news stories from Twitter in near real-time. This pa-
per describes the methods we used and provides some
initial evaluation. However, the official evaluation re-
sults of our approach in the challenge can be found in
[PCA14]. We describe a practical tool to help journal-
ists (and other news readers) to find newsworthy top-
ics from message streams without being overwhelmed.
Note that it is not our intention to re-create Twit-
ter’s own “trending topics” functionality, that is usu-
ally dominated by very high-level topics and memes,
defined by just one or two words or a name and with
no emphasis on ‘news’.

Our system works by identifying words or phrases
that show a sudden increase in frequency (a “burst”)
and then finding co-occurring groups to identify top-
ics. Such bursts are typically responses to real-world
events. In this way, the news consumer can avoid be-
ing overwhelmed by redundant messages, even if the
initial stream is formed by diverse messages. The em-
phasis is on the temporal nature of message streams as
we bring to the surface groups of messages that con-
tain suddenly-popular phrases. An early version of this
approach was recently described [APM+13, MCG13],
where it compared favourably to several alternatives
and benchmarks including LDA (Latent Dirichlet al-
location). We have also demonstrated our approach
by finding events in football matches, both ‘objective’
event detection [CMG14a] and from the different per-
spectives of each team’s fans [CMG14b]. Here we in-



clude improvements to the topic detection approach,
the topic labelleling (i.e. adding human-readable head-
lines to stories) and the display of diverse, relevant
tweets and images within each topic.

2 Related Work

Social media are now central to the work of news pro-
fessionals, such as tracking stories on Twitter or Face-
book, and hosting live blogs of ongoing events [New10]
. Newman also describes the growth of collaborative,
networked journalism, where news professionals draw
together a wide range of images, videos and text from
social networks and provide a curation service. Broad-
casters and newspapers can also use social media to
increase brand loyalty across a fragmented media mar-
ketplace.

Petrovic et al. [POL10] focus on the task of first-
story detection (FSD) or “new event detection”. They
use a locality sensitive hashing technique on 160 mil-
lion Twitter posts, hashing incoming tweet vectors into
buckets in order to find the nearest neighbours and so
detect new events and track them. This work is ex-
tended in Petrovic et al. [POL12] using paraphrases for
first story detection on 50 million tweets. Their FSD
evaluation used newswire sources rather than Tweets,
based on the existing TDT5 datasets. The Twitter-
based evaluation was limited to calculating the average
precision of their system, by getting two human anno-
tators to label the output as being about an event or
not. This contrasts with our goal here, where our re-
sults will be compared against a fixed set of topics to
estimate the topic-level recall, i.e. to count how many
newsworthy stories the system retrieved.

Benhardus [Ben10] uses standard collection statis-
tics such as tf-idf, unigrams and bigrams to detect
trending topics. Two data collections are used, one
from the Twitter API and the second being the Ed-
inburgh Twitter corpus containing 97 million tweets,
which was used as a baseline with some natural lan-
guage processing used (e.g. detecting prepositions or
conjunctions). The research focused on general trend-
ing topics (typically finding personalities and for new
hashtags) rather than focusing the needs of journalistic
users and news readers.

Shamma et al. [SKC11] focus on “peaky topics”
(topics that show highly localized, momentary inter-
est) by using unigrams only. The focus of the method
is to obtain peak terms for a given time slot when
compared to the whole corpus rather than over a
given time-frame. The use of the whole corpus favours
batch-mode processing and is less suitable for real-time
and user-centred analysis, whereas our work here is de-
signed for use in a live, real-time system.

Becker et al. [BNG11] also consider temporal is-

sues by focusing on the online detection of real world
events, distinguishing them from non-events (e.g. con-
versations between posters). Clustering and classifica-
tion algorithms are used to achieve this. Methods such
as n-grams and NLP are not considered.

Zhang et al. [ZXM+] consider threads of tweets
forming conversations. They concentrate on cleaning
and merging topics to filter out a thread, and merg-
ing these to create global topics; replies and follow-up
postings are used as evidence to assist this process.
They collected data from the Sina Weibo microblog,
with 1,100 threads in 16.5k postings.

3 Methods

In this section we describe various aspects of our pro-
posed approach to topic detection and discuss how
they work together. We consider “temporal docu-
ment frequency-inverse document frequency” as a vari-
ation of the classic tf-idf to find trending terms at a
specific point in time. We discuss methods to group
these terms into topic-specific clusters and the use of
n-grams to find phrases rather than isolated terms.
We then describe adding human-readable labels to the
topics, assigning diverse but relevant tweets to each
topic and ranking the topics by significance, to avoid
overwhelming the user.

3.1 BNgrams

Term frequency-inverse document frequency, or tf-idf,
has been used for indexing documents since it was first
introduced [SJ72]. We are not interested in indexing
documents however, but in finding novel trends, so we
want to find terms that appear more often in one time
period than in others. We treat temporal windows
(i.e. the set of all tweets posted between a start and
end time) as documents and use them to detect words
and phrases that are both new and significant. We
therefore define newsworthiness as the combination of
novelty and significance. We can maximise significance
by filtering tweets either by keywords or/and by fol-
lowing a carefully chosen list of users, and maximise
novelty by finding bursts of suddenly high-frequency
words and phrases. This approach makes more sense
in Twitter space due to number of characters limita-
tion (140) making messages more focused and the high
number of retweets and post copies of previous tweets.

This approach indexes all keywords from the posts
of the collection, apart from other metadata, such as
hashtags, entities, urls... The keyword indices, imple-
mented using Solr1, are organized into different time
slots. In this approach, the index considers bigrams
and trigrams for the post text. Once, the index is

1https://lucene.apache.org/solr/



created, we select terms with a high “temporal doc-
ument frequency-inverse document frequency”, or df-
idft. The df-idft score is computed for each term of the
current time slot i based on its document frequency for
this time slot and penalized by the logarithm of the
average of its document frequencies in the previous s
time slots:

df−idfti = (dfti + 1) · 1

log
(∑s

j=i dft(i−j)

s + 1
)

+ 1
. (1)

where s=2 after doing some preliminary experi-
mentation (where s=1, 2, 3 were tested). This pro-
duces a list of terms which can be ranked by their
df-idft scores. Note that we add one to term counts
to avoid problems with dividing by zero or taking the
log of zero. Based on experiments reported previously
[APM+13, MCGM13] and subsequent work in the last
months, we use entities, hashtags, urls, and n-grams
as terms in this work. To maintain some word order
information, we consider n-grams, i.e. sequences of
n words. 2- and 3-grams are better options accord-
ing to previous results [MCG13]. In general terms,
we consider those terms that can be useful to de-
scribe a story properly. Regarding the entities, our
approach includes Stanford 3-class named entity rec-
ognizer [FGM05] to detect person, organization and
location entities. One of the strong points of using this
algorithm is its efficiency as our target is to implement
a system working in real-time. High frequency terms
are likely to represent semantically coherent phrases.
Having found bursts of potentially newsworthy terms,
we then group together terms that tend to appear in
the same tweets. Each of these clusters defines a topic
as a list of terms.

3.2 Topic Clustering

An isolated word or phrase is often not very informa-
tive, but a group of them can define the essence of
a story. Therefore, we group the most representative
terms into clusters, each representing a single topic.
A group of messages that discuss the same topic will
tend to contain at least some of the same terms.

Hierarchical clustering, implemented in earlier ver-
sions of this approach [APM+13, MCG13] assigns each
term to exactly one topic cluster. This may cause
problems such as if one term (e.g. “Obama”) is part
of more than one simultaneous story (e.g. “Obama
wins in Ohio” and “Obama wins in Illinois”). Several
clustering algorithms allow for “partial” membership,
such as Apriori algorithm. A preliminary study has
been performed considering different topic clustering
approaches for our approach [MCGM13].

The Apriori approach [AS+94] finds all the associa-
tions between the most representative terms based on
the number of tweets in which they co-occur. Each as-
sociation is a candidate topic at the end of the process.
In addition, no specific number of associations has to
be specified in advance.

One parameter associated to this technique is sup-
port value which determines the minimum number of
documents a group of terms (association) should share
to be considered as an association or candidate topic.
The value of this parameter represents a percentage of
all the documents from the corresponding slot. Prelim-
inary experiments considering different values of this
parameter suggested to fix its value to 0. It means
that no association/candidate topic is discarded.

In addition, maximal associations are obtained at
the end of the approach to avoid overlaps in the fi-
nal candidate topics set. We want one news story
to appear as one candidate topic, and not to appear
in several (near-)duplicate topics at once. The main
idea of this approach is to remove all the associations
whose keywords are contained in another association
and sharing most of the topic tweets (> 70%) with the
previous one. This second requirement was introduced
to confirm that both topics are talking about the same
matter. This exact value is not critical, according to
preliminary experiments.

To avoid possible duplications of similar topics in
the same timeslot, a topic merging process was imple-
mented to detect similarities between topics, based on
the matching of similar topic terms (keywords, enti-
ties, hashtags and URLs). The terms are aggregated
per topic and the most frequent ones are selected to
be used in the merging process. The selection of a
“partial” membership clustering approach makes the
matching process between two topics easier as several
topics could share the same term.

3.3 Topic labeller

The editor of Buzzfeed recently told an audience of
media specialists at Harvard University that headlines
look increasingly like tweets2. Following this advice,
we form a human-readable title for each topic by find-
ing a representative tweet and then performing min-
imal editing for clarity. We score the set of tweets
associated with a topic based on the number of topic
terms (computed in the previous step) each tweet con-
tains and number of times this tweet is duplicated in
the timeslot. The similarity between tweets is com-
puted as cosine similarity. The combined score is a
weighted sum of these two components:

2http://perryhewitt.com/5-lessons-buzzfeed-harvard/



Raw tweet Clean tweet

:( RT @civicua: Free
#Venezuela ! #Ukraine
is with you! #eu-
romaidan Photo by
Liubov Yeremicheva
http://t.co/CRDoME5eOb

Free #Venezuela !
#Ukraine is with you!
#euromaidan Photo by
Liubov Yeremicheva

Microsoft releases Of-
fice 2013 Service Pack 1
http://t.co/9R4JiVSguk
by @epro

Microsoft releases Office
2013 Service Pack 1

Table 1: Example of topic label based on clean tweet

tw. score =α ·Norm. topic terms+
(1− α) ·Norm. duplicates (2)

where we use α = 0.8 to give more importance to the
number of topic terms per tweet, as this tweet would
be more connected to the main story of the topic. The
two factors are normalized by dividing by the number
of topic terms and the number of tweets in the times-
lot respectively. The tweet with the highest score is
selected and its text, after cleaning it (user mention,
URL and abbreviations, such as RT and MT, removal),
is set to the topic title. Examples of tweets before and
after cleaning are shown in Table 1.

3.4 Topic Items Population

As the tweet collection was indexed in Solr, we built
Solr queries for each topic, composed of the most rep-
resentative terms (entities, hashtags, URLs and n-
grams) to retrieve all the tweets associated to this
topic. In case of topics containing n-grams and en-
tities, we consider those keywords close to the entities
in the final Solr query to avoid noisy terms. We limit
this selection to tweets whose publication time is ear-
lier than the end time of the corresponding timeslot to
simulate a live, real-time scenario. In addition, replies
to these tweets are also considered as they can add peo-
ple’s view about the topic that could not be retrieved
using text-dependent queries. In some occasions, pop-
ular tweets (with many retweets and replies) contain
some spam replies with advertising purposes in most
cases (see examples in Table 2).

To get diverse tweets per topic, we compute the
cosine similarity between each pair of tweets and con-
sider a threshold β to remove duplicates. After some
preliminary experiments, we set β to 0.7. In addition,
retweets are replaced with the original tweets if they
are in the collection (otherwise the retweet is kept as-
is). Table 3 shows some examples of tweets with and
without this diversity selection process where the last

Topic Useful Replies

Researchers Are Building a
Lie Detector For Twitter

- @mashable no more fake
accounts following us hope-
fully !
- @mashable twitter is a
sanctuary for irony.. this
is pointless

Topic Spam reply

Nigerian Islamists kill 59
pupils in boarding school
attack

@Reuters Man... Kanye
was ugly in high
school. See the pics
http://t.co/od77TGWQYx

Table 2: Examples of the use of replies to populate
topics

two tweets from the first column are ignored in the
second one because they look similar to the first two
tweets of the list.

Lastly, images are also retrieved per topic. If diverse
tweets contain link/s to image/s in their metadata,
they are also added to the topic details.

3.5 Topic Ranking

To maximise usability we need to avoid overwhelm-
ing the user with a very large number of topics. We
therefore want to rank the results by relevance. We
rank topics according to the maximum df − idft value
of their constituent terms. The motivation of this ap-
proach is assume that the most popular term from each
topic represents the core of the topic. The top 10 top-
ics are then selected for each timeslot (although this
number is trivial to vary - for example, a mobile appli-
cation may be designed to present fewer topics than a
desktop application).

4 Data Collection

We crawled tweets for 24 hours using twitter-dataset-
collector project provided by the organizers3. The
crawler tracks four keywords (Syria, terror, Ukraine
and bitcoin) and follows the users provided in the
seeds.txt file.

Our final data collection is composed of 901,895
tweets and stored in Solr after filtering out the non-
English tweets, extracting entities per tweet using
Stanford algorithm and creating links between replies
and retweets with their original tweets.

Figure 1a shows the distribution of tweets per 15
minutes timeslot for this final collection going from
18:00 25/2/2014 to 18:00 26/2/2014. The high peak
detected from 20:00 to 22:00 on 25/2/2014 corresponds
to sport tweets (mainly retweets and replies, see Fig-
ure 1c) related to Champions league matches that were

3https://github.com/socialsensor/twitter-dataset-collector



Tweets without diversity filter Tweets with diversity filter

- Motorola plans to release new smartwatch this
year and new version of Moto X in ’late summer’
http://t.co/mLNl16fTxk by @epro
- Motorola reveals it’s developing a smartwatch for re-
lease in 2015 #MWC14: http://t.co/WRTYShChgH
- Motorola plans to launch a smartwatch later this year
http://t.co/WISyqBNgOf
- In Transit From Google to Lenovo, Motorola
Announces Plans For New Wearables This Year
http://t.co/D7d8aXRwq4
- Motorola reveals it’s developing a smartwatch to be
released soon http://t.co/0OmYXDkEEr,
- Motorola plans to launch a smartwatch later this
year (@dcseifert / The Verge) http://t.co/QrAMc8xirX
http://t.co/2zPxoOdgoS

- Motorola plans to release new smartwatch this
year and new version of Moto X in ’late summer’
http://t.co/mLNl16fTxk by @epro
- Motorola reveals it’s developing a smartwatch for re-
lease in 2015 #MWC14: http://t.co/WRTYShChgH
- Motorola plans to launch a smartwatch later this year
http://t.co/WISyqBNgOf
- In Transit From Google to Lenovo, Motorola
Announces Plans For New Wearables This Year
http://t.co/D7d8aXRwq4

Table 3: Example of tweets without and with diversity filtering (using the cosine similarity of tweets) for the
topic: “Motorola plans to release new smartwatch this year and new version of Moto X in late summer”

running at that time as there are some sport commen-
tators in the newshounds list. In addition, the activity
goes down at night hours as most of the newshounds
are UK based, so it is more likely they were sleeping
at these hours.

5 Results

The official evaluation results of our method in the
Data Challenge are included in [PCA14]. Here, we
summarise a few findings.

Figures 1b and 1c show the evolution of the num-
ber of tweets per timeslot containing the tracked key-
words, posted by ‘newshound’ users, replies to ‘new-
shounds’ posts and retweets to ‘newshounds’ posts.
Table 4 shows some representative topics associated to
the tracked keywords. As can be seen in some cases,
there is a strong connection between the topic times-
lot and the peaks of the corresponding keyword in the
chart. It confirms that our approach effectively detects
topics based on the clustering of bursty terms.

In addition, our algorithm has been designed to
work in real-time to keep the final users informed
about the last trends in a reasonable time. Accord-
ing to our analysis, the BNgram approach produces a
new set of topics per timeslot in 2 minutes on average,
including indexing and topic detection steps. The ex-
periments have been run in a standalone PC with 4GB
RAM and an Intel CORE i3 processor.

6 Discussion

After doing a first analysis of our results and previ-
ous experimentation [APM+13, MCG13, MCGM13],
we know that our BNgram approach can produce a
good set of trending topics based on detecting trend-
ing terms and clustering them. Here, we have applied

this method to a news, challenging data set and ex-
tended the method with improved topic labelling and
content diversity measures.

It has proven to be very challenging to determine
the best label for each topic as they can easily become
too specific or too general. For example, the topic la-
bel “Only one woman of color has ever won an award
for Best Actress at the Academy Awards” may be too
specific if the tweets within that topic mention differ-
ent aspects of Academy Awards, but might be idea if
that summarises what all the component tweets say. A
related issue is the granularity of topics generally. To
continue with this example, a higher-level story con-
taining the same tweets and other, related tweets could
be “Academy Awards results”. There is no clear way
to determine the “optimum” level of granularity of sto-
ries: even a brief examination of mainstream media
stories shows that different stories at different levels of
granularity are published all the time.

Populating topics with items based on queries could
be improved with the addition of weights to the differ-
ent query terms. This could be based on the df − idf
scores of the terms, for example. The diversity of
tweets per topic is managed by the chosen threshold
for cosine similarity metric. For example, a lower sim-
ilarity threshold in Table 3 could reduce even more the
number of diverse tweets per topic. Some further re-
search needs to be done to compute an optimal thresh-
old, but maybe an adaptative approach could also be
considered based on different aspects of the topic (for
example, number of tweets).

Additionally, the inclusion of replies as topic tweets
tends to improve the quality of the topics (as they
are not text query-dependent, so new content can be
added) but it needs refinement to avoid spam tweets
as discussed earlier. While replies may contain new in-
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Figure 1: Analysis of data test collection

formation, they often are merely personal responses to
messages, with no newsworthy content [ZXM+]. How-
ever, the aggregation of these replies could also be use-
ful to do sentiment analysis of users’ view about the
topic and detect relevant keywords in the topic which
could also be helpful for the spam detection process in
replies.
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Timeslot Topic label Keywords Tweets

Syria

25/2/14 20:30 Al Qaeda branch
in Syria issues ulti-
matum to splinter
group: The head of
an al Qaeda-inspired
militia fighting.

militia, fighting,
branch, issues, ul-
timatum, splinter,
group, inspired,
head, syria, al qaeda

- Al Qaeda branch in Syria issues ultimatum to
splinter group http://t.co/gQDm0p7Wur
- Al Qaeda ultimatum to splinter group: The head
of an al Qaeda-inspired militia fighting in Syria is
giving a... http://t.co/9KFu1CG1F6

26/2/14 00:15 Jordan Bahrain
Morocco Syria Qatar
Oman Iraq Egypt
United States 346

346 Jordan Bahrain Morocco Syria
Qatar Oman Iraq Egypt United
States 346 http://t.co/RjZAwwMJ95
http://t.co/RjZAwwMJ95

terror

26/2/14 4:00 25 marines to ar-
rest ’worlds biggest
drug lord’ El Chapo
Guzman 73 anti-
terror-squad police
to arrest ’Internet
entrepreneur’ Kim
Dotcom

arrest, worlds,
biggest, 25, marines,
terror, squad, amp,
police, 73, anti,
drug, lord, internet,
entrepren,el chapo
guzman

- 25 marines to arrest ’worlds biggest drug lord’ El
Chapo Guzman 73 anti-terror-squad &amp; po-
lice to arrest ’Internet entrepreneur’ Kim Dotcom

Ukraine

26/2/14 10:15 Ukraine minister dis-
bands Berkut riot po-
lice blamed for vio-
lence - CNN

riot, police, dis-
bands, blamed,
violence, ukraine,
cnn

- RT @BBCWorld: Ukraine disbands elite Berkut
anti-riot police unit, acting interior minister says
http://t.co/5GqM6jjryu
- RT @cnnbrk: Ukraine has disbanded a riot po-
lice force used against anti-government protesters,
acting interior minister said.
- RT @BBCGavinHewitt: In Ukraine the Berkut
special police units blamed for most of the shoot-
ings have been disbanded.

bitcoin

25/2/14 20:00 Mt. Goxs Demise
Marks The End of
Bitcoins First Wave
Of Entrepreneurs

demise, marks, end,
first, wave, gox, bit-
coin, entrepreneurs

- Mt. Gox’s Demise Marks The End
of Bitcoin’s First Wave Of Entrepreneurs
http://t.co/gIKKP3RLQn by @kimmaicutler
- Mt. Gox’s Demise Marks The End of Bitcoins
First Wave Of... http://t.co/X7iUKN3Vsv
#eCommerce #Finance #Startups #TC
#techcrunch #tech
- #SuryaRay #Surya #SuryaRay #Surya Mt.
Goxs Demise Marks The End of Bitcoins...
http://t.co/csX2dB26w4 @suryaray @suryaray
@suryaray3
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